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Mirada is a leading provider of integrated software solutions
for TV and video services. With more than 20 years of experience, the company led by CEO José Luis Vázquez prides itself
on its pioneer solutions that have helped position over 50 customers across four continents at the forefront of the digital TV
industry.
Mirada’s core focus is to empower its clients to respond to
consumers’ ever-growing global demand for digital content
by offering an end-to-end product with an entire ecosystem
of apps available across all user devices, delivered with a
seamless and state-of-the-art UI and strengthened by Mirada’s
consolidated partnerships with technology and content
providers.
Mirada’s solutions have been deployed by operators and
broadcasters worldwide, including izzi Telecom, ATN
International, One Communications, Viya, Zapi, Digital TV
Cable and Skytel. Headquartered in London, Mirada has commercial representation across Europe, Latin America and Asia
and operates technology centres in Spain and Mexico.
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Data is the new gold,
and one of the most
valuable assets
for digital services.
As the video industry continues evolving by leaps and bounds, being able to offer a
high quality service in a tailored way to every user becomes the key for success.
Here you will find how video services can harness their data to keep churn at bay
and become their users’ favourite.

Looking for the pot of gold…
With companies and world-defining players dedicating vast resources to it, the importance of data for business needs no introduction. For TV operators looking to combat
churn and improve their revenue per user and platform engagement, harnessing data
and crafting the right strategies around it often makes the difference between growth
and (at best) stagnation.
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…laying right under your feet.
Video services need to look no further than their platforms to find all the information
they need to improve decision-making, make better predictions, monitor performance,
and gain a competitive advantage.
Every video platform already counts with all the information needed to offer a high
quality tailored experience that includes:
A solid running of
operations and platform
management
Personalised content
recommendations and
better consumption
promotion

Improved monetisation
and reduced annoyance
through advertising that
matters to the final user
Higher user engagement
and lower churn

The amount of data available from many different
sources can make it overwhelming and greatly
difficult to extract value from it.
However, data
analysis is not
without challenges,
mainly:

There are almost as many ways of analysing data as
there are datasets available, making it necessary to
dedicate the time and resources needed to focus on
what matters.
With so much ready for processing and so many ways
to go about it, it is easy to fall into the trap of “analysis
paralysis”, delaying action because of overthinking.

TV operators often believe all the above
requires insurmountable efforts only
possible for big corporations. The key to
a successful data-based strategy is not
size or resources: it is the understanding that data analytics is not a one-shot
activity but a recurring habit easily incorporated into operations running to
ensure healthy business management.

2022 Mirada

In this whitepaper, we will share all you
need to unleash the power of data - and
take your platform to the next level.

Buckle up.
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WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW & HOW
TO MAKE SENSE OF IT
2022 Mirada
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READY. SET. DATA.
We have already established that success calls for an active approach rather
than passively collecting data in the hopes of making it work by itself. Data in itself is
a resource ready for video services to be harnessed to benefit their business.
But how to know what to analyse? What does actually matter, and how to stay away
from vanity metrics? How to correctly establish KPIs - and smash them?
The first step, naturally, is to set your objectives. Any data-driven strategy has to
ultimately serve and match your video service’s business objectives, which can
range from winning new subscribers, improving the reception of new titles added
to a catalogue, promoting content up for rental with TVoD…the sky is the limit.
Defining objectives will then allow understanding what variables to pay attention
to. Seeking to encourage viewers to spend more time engaging with your platform
will start with measuring how long user sessions typically last, whether there is a
significant variation across devices, what are users mostly doing during this time
(watching content, or browsing?), and many more quantifiable variables that will
help paint the full picture.
Countless aspects can be extracted when evaluating your video service. At Mirada,
we usually contemplate the following:
Platform data: operational insights into your platform’s
functioning and platform's business, from basic information like the number of subscribers, the platform’s
performance and content consumption, amount of titles and composition of your catalogue, different connected devices and more.

User data: User data shows viewers’ location, household composition, which genres they prefer, how they
engage with advertising and much more.

Business data: casts light on the management and financial aspects of your platform, such as the composition
of the different subscriber tiers (basic, premium), average
revenue per user (ARPU), user turnover and more.
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Snapping pics vs Oscar-winning features
Extracting and understanding the right information is just one step, whereas the
value of data analysis lies in establishing an evolution. Measuring the length of user
sessions in a dedicated month will indicate the status at that particular moment.

Session length

To fully harness the power of data, we need to apply a consistent measuring strategy that helps stretch that picture, drawing a progression that will show how the
different variables evolve and telling if the video service’s efforts are paying off or
need fine-tuning.

Current period

Previous period

Average

Almost as important as defining the objectives and variables at stake is to measure
consistently throughout the entire strategy execution in order to be able to react
and realign the strategy as needed to reach your objectives.

FROM DATA TO EUREKA
After collection, data is… just data. It is now up to you to dive into it and embark on
the challenge of connecting the dots and turning data into the most valuable asset
you can, insights.
Data analysis calls for examining, cleaning, transforming, and organising data with
the end-goal of extracting valuable information that will help shape decisions and
actions towards the final objectives.
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When approaching a dataset, it is crucial to convert the information into
something easy to grasp, taking context
and visuals (among other methods) to
simplify the information and make it
more accessible. Once everything is
properly laid out, it is time to review it
and look for oddities - for they will tell
what needs to be worked on. Are viewers lowering their content consumption

on a specific day of the week? Are
households with kids suddenly skipping
the latest cartoons?
It is crucial to keep a curious mindset
and seek to contradict the established
beliefs around the problem at hand.
After all, as Sherlock Holmes famously
put it, “there is nothing more deceptive
than an obvious fact.”

In short, any data strategy
follows the next steps:

1. Establish objectives
that align with your
business strategy

2. Identify the variables
at play

4. Extract insights
to spark action

3. Measure consistently
to fine-tune your efforts

and most importantly,
Get ready to experiment

There is no point in a data strategy if it does not translate into an actionable plan,
sometimes requiring creative solutions and several rounds of experimenting to
reach the desired outcomes. Over the next section, we will show how it can all come
together to bring real results to your platform.
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Practical case

TURNING DATA
INTO RESULTS
THE MIRADA APPROACH TO MAKING DATA
ANALYTICS WORK FOR YOU

2022 Mirada
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At Mirada, we empower our customers with the service that allows them to fully focus
on implementing the actions they need, based on insights - and with minimum
headaches thanks to:
Swift data collection
and measurement
Multiple source points
throughout a platform
Comprehensive
data visualisation
Insights recollection

Introducing LogIQ
LogIQ offers immediate access to all your platform’s
information in a comprehensive and user-friendly way.
All available with LogIQ, the powerful data analytics
service that 5+ Mirada clients worldwide are currently
using to extract all the data they need to ensure the
optimal running of their platform, including:

Consumption analytics across all devices and services,
including Live, VoD, Timeshift, Catch-up and DVR
Operational analytics of errors and Quality of Service
UX analytics throughout the entire application on all
devices to see what works best for users
External data analytics from the video service’s CRM
and other systems if needed
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Understand and map users by their preferences, subscription models, behaviour
and more to anticipate the strategies that better work for them.
LogIQ empowers video services
with the insights they need to:
Review the quality of their offering
and content catalogue
Measure, forecast and prevent
customer churn
Monitor return on content
investment and compare the
profitability of content providers
Detect new consumption trends
ahead of competitors

Arm yourself with detailed
insights to make data-driven
decisions that will impact
your platform’s running and
operation.

2022 Mirada
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Offered as part of the Mirada Iris solution, LogIQ provides everything video services
need to create and implement their own data-driven actions and campaigns. The
seamless integration with other apps in the Iris ecosystem places LogIQ at the
centre of a hyper-personalised experience for viewers with:

Advanced user segmentation with our
Segmenter tool, sourcing information
from LogIQ to craft detailed classifications of subscribers, actionable throughout the entire platform.

Inferred data analytics with the Clustering
module, which unlocks the potential of
machine learning to bring segmentations
to the next level, taking entire datasets
and extracting next-level insights from
either platform or user-related data, such
as automatically inferring “football-fanatic”
households among subscribers.

Tailored user interfaces with award-winning

tool UX Evolver, keeping up with the latest
insights to bring users the viewing
experience that better adapts to them.

Advanced content recommendations
based on a collaborative engine able to
offer individualised content suggestions based on what similar users have
enjoyed before.

A/B testing across the platform to try
different content and promotional
strategies on specific target audiences.

Advertising that viewers care about
with PromoLab, the one hub centralising all promotional activities based on
the information that can help maximise
benefits for video services.

Editorial curation and content promotion
to push just the titles users want to watch
based on their preferences.

Full round strategies are then ready to be implemented - and reap results not only
ensuring the best running and high-quality of operations, but also transforming
real-life events into prized opportunities.

2022 Mirada
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Practical case
The World Cup is coming to your platform
The entire world has spent years preparing for one of the most-awaited post-pandemic
events, the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. Taking place from 20 November until 18
December, it will bring thousands of people to Doha - and millions to their favourite
screens, an invaluable occasion for video services to capitalise on the football frenzy
that is set to take over the world.
Such a crucial sports event is often harnessed by video services to promote related
content to their viewers. In our theoretical scenario, we would find an operator
offering a premium “Nothing but Football” package that wishes to ensure adhered
subscribers don’t miss their favourite matches, while also encouraging others to sign
up for this subscription tier.
With LogIQ, it is easy to map out the different platform users, their level of subscription,
content preferences, consumption, devices of choice, historical tolerance to advertising… and much more to kickstart, measure and fine-tune on the go a successful
campaign targeting the two following segments:

1. Existing football die-hards,
with subscribers in the premium
tier receiving:

Personalised notifications to catch
up with their teams’ latest goals and
matches
An updated user interface highlighting
their preferred content
A curation of related content, to keep
them hooked in between games

2022 Mirada
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2. Football fans on the making,

capitalising on machine learning to infer
basic subscription households that, based
on their historical use and preferences can
be susceptible to buy the “Nothing but
Football” package thanks to:
Dedicated user interface giving
maximum visibility to the World Cup
Personalised promotions related to the
premium tier, from discounts based
on account longevity to day passes
Related content such as recaps and
highlights from previous games, which
can entice them to upgrade their
membership
Reminders of the upcoming football
big events, showing the premium
subscription can provide value beyond
the World Cup

We do not yet dare to put our money
on a World Cup winner - but we are
sure your platform will raise more than
one trophy thanks to the right strategy.
Real life applications - with real life results
Since its development in 2015, LogIQ has been deployed and is currently active for
5+ Mirada customers all over the world. The service extracts and processes aggregated data from 3.8+ million subscribers and 6+ million connected devices, including both laidback and companion, bringing the latest intel on their business to
video services.
Mexican telco giant izzi Telecom was one of the first to incorporate the possibilities
of LogIQ to their business intelligence strategy, with live reporting on both the
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operational and marketing side of their platform. Accessing automated updates
on the performance of their VoD, retrogrid and more, izzi’s technical teams can
be on top of any issues related to the running of their platform, ensuring an immediate reaction and the quality of their service. Non-technical teams also benefit from LogIQ’s analytics, sourcing and processing data related to advertising,
targeted banners and promotions - measuring and adapting their campaigns to
achieve maximum results with the marketing mix that works for each user.

During its lifecycle, LogIQ
has focused on adapting
to important new features
of the Mirada ecosystem
such as advertising,
notif ications and A/B
testing, as well as
understanding how viewers
use the application and
extending its analytics
capabilities with inference
and discovery capabilities
using AI techniques.

In addition to feeding back
into the rest of the platform's
ecosystem and boosting
personalisation of the user
experience, LogIQ has
focused on providing video
services with greater
value and in-depth insights
into both its platform
and subscriber base.
Francisco M. Romero,
Big Data Manager at Mirada

Arming themselves with the right
tools to understand their service,
establish clear objectives and deploy
the actionable strategies to reach
them is the key for operators to
succeed in the current video market
and future-proof their business.
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Would you like to learn more about data analytics, or discover
the possibilities of other tools in the Mirada Iris ecosystem?
Contact ask@mirada.tv
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